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not only possible, but indeed probable. A new factor to be taken into
account is the emergence of China as a third nuclear world power. Some

analysts see an increased possibility of conflicts as the nunrber of
actors increases (including the possibility of a pre-emptive strike if
one nation feels the other two to be moving towards a threatening
alliance). Others would see an increase in stability with an increase
in systen com'lexity, Although the possibility of a conflict between

China and Russia is at times referred to as inevitable, the past

experiences of both nations of the ravages of war and their cornplemen-

tary policies point to the opposite conclusion. China has expressed the
policy of non-ag'ression, and would intend to defeat an enemy largely on

Chinese soil; Russia wishes to carry out any warfare outside of its
territory, but provided that territory is not threatened does not seek

war.

Tlre degree of uncertainty regarding an extensive nuc'lear war needs

to be emphasised. The probability of such a conflict is small (I would

say very small), but the consequences are enormous. New Zealand must

decide whether this is a significant factor in determining its military
posture, and whether it wishes to remain aligned to one of the potential
actors in this conf'lict.

It is not difficult to determine the probability of a local conflict,
for there are typically several conflicts or near-conf'ticts 'in the world
at any one time. At the time of writing there is the Vietnamese interven-
tion in Kampuchea, guerilla war in Rhodesia, revolution in lran, an

unreso'lved conflict situation involving Israel and its neighbours, and

tension between Uganda and Tanzania (for example). A number of potential
conf'licts appear on the horizon and thus some degree of localised warfare
is assured for the near future" In order to treat the more distant
future,'say past the end of this century, it is necessary to consider the
basic cause of the majority of today's conflicts. These are principally
the fruits of a period of several centuries of colonialism, followed by

the neo-colonialism of today. The withdrawal of the former co1onial
powers and the moves towards self-determination natura'lly take some time,
and some degree of conflict appears necessary before a stab'le situation
can be expected. So long as a people feel themselves to be not rnaster of
own destiny, they will see the need for a change, often necessarily a

violent change. Thus many of today's conflicts are a result of the ending
of a colonial period in world history and of a move towards some degree of
nationa'l self-determination. 0nce the transition has been completed,
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- influencing po'litical and techn'ical decisions which may have con- 3. T

sidenable long-tenm effects ;

- by investment decis'ions, foreclosing options for the future;
- manipulating money markets; and

- manipu'lating their internal profit structure so as to make use of
low tax zones, etc.

A number of OECD countries are centres forTI{Cs operations, and the

growth of TNCs is then seen to be'in their national interest. Thus in

the 0ECD Interfutures Chapter II, it is noted that:

"One factor which justifjes the progress'ive abandon-

ment of trade restrict'ions in the area of high technology

goods is that the sale of technology very often implies
the development of dependent relationships which, in the

long run, strengthens the purveyor's position."

But perhaps New Zealand, as a potential host country, appears on

the other side of the equation, and our interests differ from those of
some of our I arger 0ECD partners.

The question of control of TNCs within a host country must be

approached with some caution, for in the past they have often been able

to circumvent restrictions (by sett'ing up local subs'idiaries, for
example). It may be possible for New Zealand to move the interface
between TNCs and local industry to our borders, and to make use of the

technological expertise of TNCs while retain'ing contro'l of all activities
within the country. Thjs is no simple matter, raising as it does the

question of the appropriateness of the technology supplied, and the place - Fr

of our own techno'logical developments, as weil as questions of control In

and dependency. There is an urgent need to gather information on the

activities of TNCs jn New Zealand and throughout the world today, to liqu
analyse the trends and changes underway, and to proiect these develop- (0E(
ments into the future fn order to understand more fu1'ly the implications _- I
for New Zealand. -- (

As a matter of pof it'ica1 phiiosophy, a central quest'ion is whether _- I

toacceptSuchenormousCompaniesasindependentforcesequa1tosovereign<
governments (many with more power and influence than New Zealand) - i.e.
as legitimate actors in the overall power structure - or whether their
actjyities must be subservjent to the interests of elected governments.

Do we wish for some "balance of power" between business, government,

etc.o or do we want government to be the controlling actor? Should

, parliament be regulating or ruling?
)
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V. THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

It is all too often said that the problems of the coming decades

(in food supplies, energy, etc,) are not in the amount of resources

available but in their distribution. Such conments are often used to

imply that the Iimiting factors discussed in such studies as "The

Limits to Growth" do not exist, and can be ignored. Yet such state-
ments are in fact in complete agreement with the'limits analysis, which

indicates local shortages for some time, and g'loba1 shortages appearing

in the opening decades of the next century, Any long-term ana'lysis

must keep the possibility of eventual wor'ld-wide shortages in view, for
the essential aim of futures research is to expand our time horizons to
include the long-term effects of present actions

Any analysis must of course refer to the real wor'ld as it exists
today, and as it can be expected to exist in the future. Problems of
distribution, of management of resources, of politically inspired
decisions wil'l continue, and must form part of any realistic future
scenario. The possibility of any maior supplier [Iran]) being out of
action for some tirne highlights the questions of distribution and avail-
ability of resources,

The non-expert is faced with a bewi'ldering variety of estimates,

each of which is biased by the va'lues system or be'liefs of the person

or group presenting the emphasis. Hene the reality of control of
research project plays some part, for it is often true that maior

reports will reflect the judgement of one or two key personnel, and

that the divergent views of many contributors will be ignored. Thus

we can quite properly refer to the Leontief report, the Mesarovic-

Pestel model, and to the controlling role of the directors in the 0ECD

Interfutures project, Below are a few comments on the limits debate;

the key point is the degree of uncertainty with which we face the

future.

1.. Energy

New Zealand is in a comparatively favourable situation, and

sufficient attention is being given to the supply of energy for the

future. The situations of other members of 0ECD are less favourable;

indeed possibly untenable. A gap between the supply and demand of
petro'leum wil'l occur in the 1985-1990 period (earlier estimates

indicated 1984-5, but the slower growth of Western economies has been
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VI " THE DEVELOPED WORLD

During the 1970s the advanced industrial countries (AICs) have

experienced a time of reduced economic growth. In historica'l terms

this period may be analysed in four very divergent ways.

- This is a short-term recession, and will be followed by a return to
the rapid economic growth pattern of the 50s and 60s once appropriate
( I ) steps are taken

- This is a downturn in a normal long-term Kondratieff cycle (period

50-60 years). The cycle is due to market mechanisms, and has been

generated using computer models. An upturn might then be expected

during the 1980s.

- The upturns in Kondratieff cycles are hypothesised to be dependent on

the utilisation of scientific and technological advances rather than

on the working of the market.

- This is a final phase in the industria'l revo'lution, leading to a more

permanent new civilisation. Various forms of post-industrial society
haye been explored,

If the true situation is some combination of the first two possibi-
lities, the efforts of many economists to return to the past, to a

revamped free enterprise system of neo-classical economies may be

justified. If, however, the reality is c'loser to the'last two possibi-
'litieso such an approach is counter-productive.

In the view of the author y're are moving into the last ohase of the
industrial reyolution. A'lthough technological change has overal'l
slowed, the recent and dramatic development of microprocessors and cheap

computers represents an important step in the evoJution of modern civi-
lisation. For the provision of basic material human needs:

- few farmers are needed,

- progressively fewer industrial workers are needed, and

- soon fewer service and control st'atf witt be required.
There may be some need to retrench in energy-intensive industries,

but a broad picture of a future (post-industrial ) society is emerging.

The economic and po'litical organisation required will differ from that
which has evolyed in response to the demands of the past - the growth,

transitiona'l phase.

Particular attention needs to be paid to the role of the State in
this future world. If (say) one-ha1f of the working population are
providing the necessities of'lifen the role of redistribution of income
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IX " POhIER: CEN.I-RE-PERIPHERY OR SELF-RELIANCE

Questions of poiitical phitrosophy and of preferred structures are
raised by the various visions of future developments around the world.
Hene we, as one sovereign nation among many, can add our element of
choice, as well as adjusting as best we can to developments that are
beyond our control.

A theme running through much of the discussion of this document is
that of the choice of scale, and of a choice of preferned relationships.
One option involves large-sca1e enterprises, and central control in a

centre-periphery pattern. The second option involves a move to small
scale, emphasis on self-reliance at all levels and a breakdown of the
centre-periphery power structure" The debate has rejevance for both
internal and external developrnents"

New Zealand should suppor"t and join those forces throughout the
worldr principally within the non-aligned movement, which are pushing
for increased regionaiisatfon and control of resources. Advantages
will 'include;

- decrease in the influence and control of the great powers, a with-
drawal of those powers from some spheres of influence, and thus a

reduced possibility of conflfct,
'. a limitation of the powers of transnational corporations, which is

rnost threatening to small and vulnerable nations,
-. developn)ent of a set of interlocking conmon markets, with perhaps

set ofmonetary systemsn which would Iimit the possibility of an
oyeral 1 systems co1 1 apse,

r acceptance of all people ancl all nations as equal; an.important step
'in the dismantl ing of the old colonial mental ity, and

- moves towards fonmatfon of a genuine new economic order, with safe-
guards for trade in orimary produce (it is wide'ly recognised that we

have nr-lcl't in conmon with many thjrd world nations in this respect).
At this stage in world history. Keynesian economics after some

decades of remarkable success (possfbly not dependent on economics at
all ) is failing to gu'ide the l,Jestern world to a recovery from the present
econom"ic slurmp. Many econom"ists are now turning towards the past and to
a resurgence of neo-class'ical economic theory. Emphasis on self-reliance,
coupled with the realisation that we rnay indeed be moving into a new

"post*industrial " form of society, may guide economists to broaden their
thinking and to develop a theory appropriate to the needs of the future.
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